Does interaction between zinc and glutamate system play a significant role in the mechanism of antidepressant action?
In the central nervous system, zinc modulates predominantly the excitatory amino acid (glutamatergic) neurotransmission. Recent studies demonstrated that chronic antidepressant treatment, which is required for clinical improvement, reduced the reactivity/function of the glutamate/NMDA receptor complex and altered zinc concentration/interaction with this receptor type in the rodent brain. In the cerebral cortex: chronic antidepressant treatment "down-regulated" (reduced density/affinity) of the cortical (but not hippocampal) NMDA receptors measured by radioligand-receptor binding methods. Moreover, chronic imipramine treatment increased the ability of zinc ion to inhibit the NMDA receptor complex in the cerebral cortex but not in the hippocampus. In the hippocampus: chronic treatment with antidepressant drugs (imipramine or citalopram) increased the hippocampus/brain region ratio of zinc concentration, which may indicate redistribution of the rat brain zinc. On the other hand, electroconvulsive shocks induced robust increase of zinc concentration in the hippocampus (with a slight effect in the rest of brain). In spite of the lack of alterations in the hippocampal NMDA receptors (measured by receptor binding methods), inhibitory effect of the increased hippocampal zinc concentration induced by chronic antidepressant treatment, may be responsible for reduction in the function of that receptor complex also in the hippocampus. These data indicate a critical and complex role of the interaction between zinc and NMDA receptor complex in the mechanism of antidepressant treatment and strongly support the glutamate hypothesis of the mechanism of antidepressant action.